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In this paper we will treat the problem of the mean free path in an infinite 
layer of matter limited by a plane on which q neutrons pro unit of square 
enter in a direction perpendicular to the surface since the time - 00 and 
the law of distribution in space and velocity for these neutrons. 

We introduce a probability a (v) of colli sion and a probability w (v) of 
not to be captured. 

If we follow a neutron entering at the time ~. it will suffer collisions at 
the times t) t2 •• • tn. Now we wish to know the mean di stance from the 
surface at the time t. 

Now if va is the original velocity and v1 u2 ... Pn the velocity af ter the 
impacts, cos {)1 cos {)2 ... cos {) n the cos of the angle of the path with the 
axis of x, the projection of the path on this direction amounts to: 

(I) 

If we indicate the direction of the path after the collision by the angle 'Ijln of 
the new path with the old and by an azimuth CPn of the plane through the 
last path and the x axis with a fixed plane through the axis of x, we have: 

cos ~'}n = cos {)n-) cos 'Ijln + sin {)n- l sin 'Ijln cos cpn. 

With the help of the quantities introduced we can express the probability 
of the path described by the formula 

;n q e+(~-tl)<Xoaod~ Wo sin {)\ cos{)\ d{)\ e-(t2-t,)"I a) W) cos'ljl) sin 'Ijl) d'ljl) dcp) (. (2) 

•.. e-(t-Tn_\)"n_\ sin 'Ijln cos 'Ijln dljJn dcpn ~ 
From this formule we can find the total number of neutrons which 

suffered n collisions at the time t. It amounts to 

which is identical with the formula given in paper III (p. 1051) if we 
introduce e instead of v. 
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Determining the total path described by the neutron under consideration, 
we have to multiply expres sion (1) with expression (2) and to integrate 
for all possible values of the angles and the times. In this way we find n 
parts arising from the separate terms of (1). The first is: 

the second 

or 

qwof"VdVfV. f~·WJ 
3 2n -- • • • - VJ dVJ' 

Vo a • aJ 

° ; ~ 

In order to find the general form, it is good still to determine the third term. 
We find 

For the part between the brackets we can write 

or 

v. 
f WJ sin 'lpJ cos2 'lpJ d'lpJJ . 
~, 

The contribution of Vv cos {}n (tV + J - tv) to the total path can be found 

by replacing ~ by i.!'... in the integral giving Nv. 
~v av 

With the help of the formula given we can deduce Sn for a path with 
n collisions. The mean free path is given by: 
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where the sum ought to be taken for all values of n from zero to infinite. 
It is easily seen that we get an infinite series of which the first term is 

FormuIa (2) enables us to calculate the distribution of the neutrons 
in space and velocity. With its help we can find the number of neutrons 
present between x and x + dx having suffered a given number of collisions 
and showing a velocity given in magnitude and direction. 

For the group which has suffered na collisions we find, if we put the 
condition 

x < Vo (t-~) < x + du 

Let us consider next the group which suffered only one collision. We have 
to take the sum of 

sin {} cos {} d{) 
q a w e-(t,-;)"'o d~ e-(t-t,)"" -------=---
002 

with the condition that 

We then have to eliminate ~ to take dx instead of d~ and have to integrate 
Vo 

with respect to t 1 from x-vo cos
2 

{}t to t. In this way we get for the 
"0 cos {} 

number under consideration 

q ao Wo d sin {} cos {} d{} ( - "'o~{) + - "'oX) 
X -e "0 cos e "0 

2 Vo al -ao cos2 {} 

JE 
which farm uIa is valid for {} from 0 to Y2; for {} from 2" to JE the number 

is zero. 
We will further calculate the distribution function for those neutrons. 

which suffered two collisions. 
In order to obtain th is number we have to integrate the farm 

-(t-ç) dl: -tt -t'" sin {} cos {} d{) -(t-tJ sin tp cos tp dep 
q ao Wo e ' "'0 "e ' 21 , 2 al WI e 4 n 

with the condition that 

x < Vo (tl-~) + VI cos {}I (t2-tl) + V2 cos {}2 (t-t2) < x + dx. 
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We eliminate ~ and integrate with respect to t1 from 

to t. 
The result must further be integrated from 

x 

In th is way we get 

1 ("OX .... x ) e-70 -e- u'jcos D2 -

a2- a O V2 cos {)o2 

Vo 

In order to get the definitive result we ought to bear in mind that 
cos #2 = cos #1 cos 'IjJ + sin #1 sin 'IjJ cos qJ. 

v) = Vo cos #\ 

V2 = Vo cos #1 cos 'IjJ. 

As we wish to find the distribution function for N 2 (Xl #2 V2)' we ought 
to integrate for such values of #1 and 'IjJ that 

'IjJ having values between 0 and n/2' 
The quantities a l. a 2 and Wl are functions of V1 V2' The calculation can 

therefore only be performed if we are aequainted with these functions . 
As we can proceed in the same way for any of the numbers N n (x. # v) 

we have in principle solved the problem of the distribution law. 
Deducing the distribution function. we can also apply the method of 

paper (111) . 
Putting No (x) dx for the number of neutrons between x and x + dx 

which suffered no collision. we get the equation 
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The solution is 

"'0 
No(x)=!Ie-;';-x. 

Vo 

For the number of neutrons which suffered only one collision we get 

dN(x v) q -~x o = - al (v) NI (x. v) - v cos {} ~. + - cos {} e Vo • 
x Vo 

The solution is 

ex (V) {} "'0 
---x q cos --x 

NI (x. v) = A e vcw,'} + (() 2 {}) e Vo • 
Vo a v -ao cos 

The constant A can be determined by the condition th at for x=O. N(xv) 

is zero for all values of {} between 0 and; so that we get 

cos {} (- ex(v}x -~x) 
NI (x v) = q -e vo.:o.

2
i/> + e Vo • 

Vo (a (v) - ao cos2 {}) 

The same result was attained by our first method. It is possible to 
calculate N n (x, {}) for any value of n by the same procedure. 

We get 

( ) N ( ) 
dN (x. {}2 v) o = - a v n x, {}2. V - V cos {} dx + 

Vo JJf N n- I (XI {}I VI) al WI cos 11' sin 11' dlp dep sin {}I d{}1 dVI 

where 

cos {}2 = cos {}\ cos 11' + sin {}\ sin 11' cos ep 

and integrate for {}1 from 0 to 1r-/2, for ep from 0 to 2n and for 11' from 0 
to n/2. 

The quantity al is a function of V1 V1 = Vo cos {}1' a2 a function of V2 

V2 = Vo cos {}1 cos 11'. 


